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Abstract 
Berlekamp et al. (1982) and Conway (1976) showed that the real numbers can be regarded as 
the outcome of games. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the positional games 
introduced by Berge (1976), with the decision of winner reversed. We shall conclude that they 
are congruent to numbers modulo * provided no draw is possible, where * = (0 ( 0} denotes the 
non-numerical game with the earliest birthday (cf. [2,3]). We shall conclude also that a rever- 
sed positional game of second type is congruent to an integer modulo *. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we fix a game G defined as follows: 
(1) a finite set X and two families L and R of non-empty subsets of it are 
given, 
(2) two players Left and Right alternately play, 
(3) each move means to label an element of X not labeled yet, 
(4) Left (Right, respectively) is forbidden to cover any member of L (R, respectively) 
with points labeled by him/her, 
(5) a player unable to move loses, even if all the points are already labeled. 
The classical games of Hex and Shannon’s witching games have been generalized 
in Berge [l] as “Positional games”, where the rules (4) and (5) are replaced by the 
following one: 
(4’) Left (Right, respectively) wins if he/she covers one of the member of L (R, 
respectively) with points labeled by him/her. 
Our games reverse the winner decision rule from the traditional way. On the other 
hand, they are of “normal play” in sense of [2] and [3]. 
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2. Preliminary 
We provide two elementary lemmas without proof. 
Lemma 1. Let a be a real number and b another eal number strictly larger than a. Then 
a+ * ,<banda<b++. 
Lemma 2. Let the ass~mptiuns be as in the lemma above. Then every value of the 
following games are giuen as the real number with the earliest birt~ay in the interval 
I between a and b, where I is open at each end point if and only ifit is an option: 
(a, a + * I b, b + *>, ( a,a+*lb+*),(a,a+*lb}, 
(a++Ib,b+*},{a+*Ib+*},(a+*Ib)~ 
{alb, b + *}, {alb + *>, {alb). 
Zf there are no Left (Right, respectively) option, then the end point of I is infinite to the 
Left (Right, respectively). 
Lemma 3. Let x and y be points of X, not necessarily distinct. Then GxL - GyR d 0, 
where G,. denotes the Left option of G on x, and GyR the Right one on y. 
Proof. Our purpose is to give a strategy for Right as the second player in the relevant 
situation. Let cr be the permutation on X sending .x to y and y to x, and fixing each 
other point. Then choose (T(Z) of - GyR, when Left chooses a point z of GxL, and C(W) 
of GEL, when Left chooses a point w of - GyR. c] 
3. Conclusions 
Theorem 1. The game G is congruent to a number modulo *. 
Proof. We shall see it by induction on 1X1. Assume that the induction hypothesis 
holds until 1x1 - 1. Let a be the maximum number congruent modulo * to a Left 
option, and b the minimum one to a Right option of G. If there are no Left (Right, 
respectively) option, then regard a as - (b as , respectively). By the previous lemma, 
we have a < b, and none of the difference between a Left option and a Right option of 
G is equal to *. Suppose first that a = b. Then G is equal to a + * or a according to 
whether or not a is equal to an option of G. Next suppose a # b. We define the interval 
I between a and b, open at a (b, respectively) if and only if it is infinite or equal to a Left 
(Right, respectively) option. Then G is equal to the number of the earliest birthday 
in Z which completes our proof. 0 
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Berge [l] introduced another type of generalization of Hex and Shannon switching 
games. A “positional game of second type” can be regarded as special cases of 
positional games. The reversed play version of it admits a more precise description as 
follows. From now on, L# (R##, respectively) denotes the family consisting of a subset 
of X whose complement in X does not cover any member of L (R, respectively). 
Theorem 2. Assume L = R#. Then G is congruent to 1x1 - 1 modulo 1 + *. 
Proof. We prove this theorem by induction on 1x1. Assume that the induction 
hypothesis holds until 1x1 - 1. Suppose first that each player loses playing first. Then 
1x1 is an odd number (cf. [4, Theorem 2]), and G = 0. Next suppose that a player, say 
Left, wins playing first. If the maximum of Left options is an integer n, then G = n + *. 
If it is * plus an integer n, then G = II. Now our assertion is verified. c] 
Positional games, in general, admit draws, which can be treated in our way as the 
gap of results between two games (L, RuL#) and (LuR#, R). This modification of 
draw can be applied both for the original positional games and also for the reversed 
one. 
Example. Let X be (0, 1,2,3,4} and L and R be the families of subsets of X included 
in none of the following sets, respectively: 
L; {0,1,2}, {0,3,4), (2,3}, (1,4), 
R {OJ}, {0~2>,{0~3>,{0,4>,{2,3),(1,4}. 
Then L 3 R# and every end position has exactly one point not labeled. The situation 
is rather similar to that of Theorem 2. However, G is equal to a half integer 3. 
The author dealt in [S] the disjunctive sum of positional games and of their 
reversed play version, but the analysis there was not exact. This paper is a correction 
for the reversed play version. No way of correction yet is found for the original 
version. 
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